When the British ruled,
Indians never sat and thought
Against them they fought
Is there was no freedom now?
We could not at all live happily.
We all have freedom
Because of our great freedom fighters
Gurudev one among them
Who fought for our freedom
British evoked fuss
Our warriors fought against them and won us!
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Freedom is the birth right of all
Each and every being needs it
Without freedom,
We would’ve been told,
what to do all the time.

We need to thank the great masters
Come on, come on let’s prove the world
That we are, better than them
If we are the true Indians,
We need to do something better than them
Develop our country more, and more, and more…
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Freedom is doing the duty at right time
To do what is good and leave the bad

Freedom is given to everybody in this world
And if it is given then we must use it wisely

Like how your mother says
Do your holiday homework
And then you enjoy your freedom
You do your holiday homework
and you get the freedom

If you give freedom, you get freedom
Keep giving freedom
And see the happiness in other people

People like Mahatma Gandhi
Netaji and Bhagat Singh ware ready
to give their blood for the freedom of their country
And the well-being of their freedom!
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When the British ruled
We had nothing to do
Fighting is all what we had
Not with swords,
with a heart made of gold
They had no mercy
But only had a penny
Just shot on us
Filled us all with fuss

When a man stood up
With his head on top
We went with him
And made him win
We were so proud
burst crackers on ground
We smelt the smell of freedom

We just need freedom
We just need freedom
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We are Indians
We are Indians
We have freedom
We can go anywhere
We salute our soldiers
And we will bow down to our freedom fighters
We are of different religions
But we are together
We are from different states
But will work together
Mahatma Gandhi, the father of nation
He worked in the path of non–violence
If we work together
it is the best
We are Indians
We are Indians.
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We are free
We are free
Only because of
The great soldiers.
They fought day and night
just for our country rights.
They contributed their lives
in the cruel fight.
They were determined
and were very kind
They fought for our mother land
and that’s why we have a free stand.
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Freedom is something
That can’t be bought
But if you look inside
It can be sought.
It is something that
A whole army fights
For the nation, and,
For the betterment of the people
Give freedom to the soul and
To the one whom you love
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Freedom is a blessing granted to all of us,
Freedom is a value so strong, we tend to
Forget what freedom really is.

Freedom allows me to kick a ball in the ground,
Freedom allows me to talk with my friends happily,
Freedom allows me to have fun and be happy.
A life without freedom is a life without a smile,
A life without freedom is a life filled with tears,
A life without freedom is not a life at all
India without freedom is India without joy,
But India with freedom is India with pride,
India with freedom is what I love
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British were ruling us for many years
We were very sad, eyes filled with tears
Some freedom fighters used non-violence
And some were full of violence
Freedom fighters were tortured badly
And everyone was seeing them sadly
But they never gave up
And now freely the nation walks
Now our flag is on top
That our freedom fighters got.
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